
90 PTS.

BOASSO BARBERA D’ALBA
SUPERIORE 2019
Aromas of freshly picked
blackberries, brambles and cedary
oak follow through to a medium
palate with the same, rather
curious aroma profile pushing
through to a medium-long finish.
Interesting. Drink now.



92 PTS.

BOASSO BAROLO DEL COMUNE
DI SERRALUNGA D’ALBA 2017
I like the aromas of violets, green
pepper/cardamom and roses that
coat the ripe red fruit. Full-bodied,
silky and juicy with lots of fresh
flavor. Only a slight pull on the
finish from very fine tannins. Drink
from 2022.



93 PTS.

BOASSO BAROLO GABUTTI 2017
Fruity Barolo with raspberry jam and
mild spice on the nose. The palate is
full and tight for now, but releases
additional citrus-rind, light tobacco
and vanilla notes that add
complexity. The tannins are firm and
spice-coated. Shows good promise,
but needs time for it all to come
together. Drink from 2023 onwards.



93 PTS.

BOASSO BAROLO MARGHERIA
2017
Slightly exotic nose with dates,
redcurrants and raspberries,
following through to a medium to
full body with lightly firm tannins
and a twist of dark chocolate on the
finish. Delicious now, but better
after a year. Drink from 2022
onwards.



94 PTS.

BOASSO BAROLO MARGHERIA
RISERVA 2016
Pleasant aromas and flavors of
lightly spiced cherries, red berries
and minerals. Medium-to full-
bodied with persistent fruit, lightly
firm tannins and a long, flavorful
finish. Needs one or two more years
to integrate fully. Excellent balance
here. Drink from 2023.



90 PTS.

BOASSO DOLCETTO D’ALBA
2020
A very pleasant, no-nonsense
dolcetto with typical grapey and
light herbal notes. Medium body
with a light tannin framework and
a tasty finish. Delicious. Drink now.



90 PTS.

BOASSO NEBBIOLO LANGHE
2019
Quite a floral nose with wild
strawberries (almost strawberry
jam) and dried flowers, following
through to a medium body with
bright fruit coating the lightly firm
tannins. Plenty of acidity for a
fresh, firm finish. Drink now.
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